PSYPACT AND DISCIPLINE:
Understanding the Role Each State Plays

TELEPSYCHOLOGY
PSYPACT grants a psychologist the
AUTHORITY TO PRACTICE INTERJURISDICTIONAL
TELEPSYCHOLOGY into a:

RECEIVING STATE
A psychologist must obtain an E.Passport
Certification to practice telepsychology into a
RECEIVING STATE.
A psychologist is subject to the RECEIVING
STATE'S scope of practice.
A RECEIVING STATE can limit or revoke a
psychologist's Authority to Practice
Interjurisdictional Telepsychology.
If a RECEIVING STATE takes action, it will notify the
HOME STATE and the PSYPACT Commission.
A HOME STATE will investigate and take appropriate
action on reported inappropriate conduct in a
RECEIVING STATE as it would if such conduct had
occurred within the HOME STATE.

AND

TEMPORARY PRACTICE
PSYPACT grants a psychologist the
TEMPORARY AUTHORIZATION
TO PRACTICE in a:

HOME STATE

A psychologist must hold a current, full and
unrestricted license to practice psychology in a
HOME STATE, which has enacted PSYPACT.
A HOME STATE maintains authority over the license of any
psychologist practicing under the authority of PSYPACT.
A HOME STATE can impose adverse action against a
psychologist's license issued by the HOME STATE.
All HOME STATE disciplinary orders
which impose adverse action are
reported to the PSYPACT
Commission.

A HOME STATE'S law will control in determining
any adverse action against a psychologist’s
license.
If a psychologist’s license in any HOME STATE, another COMPACT STATE, or any Authority
to Practice Interjurisdictional Telepsychology in any RECEIVING STATE, is restricted,
suspended or otherwise limited, the E.Passport will be revoked, and the psychologist will
not be eligible to practice telepsychology in a COMPACT STATE under theAuthority to
Practice Interjurisdictional Telepsychology.

Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact (PSYPACT)

One of the main purposes of PSYPACT is provide states with a regulatory
mechanism designed to address disciplinary issues that occur across state lines
in other compact states. PSYPACT specifies the role each state plays
concerning disciplinary issues related to the practice of telepsychology and
temporary in-person, face-to-face practice across state lines in PSYPACT states.

DISTANT STATE
A psychologist must obtain an Interjurisdictional
Practice Certificate (IPC) to conduct temporary
practice in a DISTANT STATE.
A psychologist must practice within the scope of
practice of the DISTANT STATE and is subject to the
DISTANT STATE'S authority and law.
A DISTANT STATE can limit, revoke or take adverse
action on a psychologist's Temporary Authorization to
Practice.
If a DISTANT STATE takes action, it will notify the
HOME STATE and the PSYPACT Commission.
A DISTANT STATE will investigate and take
appropriate action on reported inappropriate conduct
which occurred in that DISTANT STATE as it would if
such conduct had occurred within the HOME STATE.
A DISTANT STATE'S law will control in determining any
adverse action against a psychologist’s Temporary
Authorization to Practice.

If a psychologist’s license in any HOME STATE, another COMPACT STATE, or any
Temporary Authorization to Practice in any DISTANT STATE, is restricted,
suspended or otherwise limited, the IPC will be revoked, and the psychologist will
not be eligible to practice in a COMPACT STATE under the Temporary Authorization
to Practice.
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